
 

Genx Gx Pad 100 Firmware __EXCLUSIVE__

my tablet is a super sonic sc-91jb and it has an a13 chip. i downloaded the arduino firmware and it is working fine. but i cant get the android apps to work. my tablet is rooted and has all the correct drivers installed. i have tried different methods but it still doesnt work.. hi i am trying to get this arduino to work
with my genx pad 100. the arduino firmware is on the page but it says no compatible chip found. this really pisses me off. i have been looking for the right arduino firmware for a while and it is not there, but i have the arduino set up on my other tablet and works fine on that one. maybe i did not set the chip up

right. i have tried everything i can think of. i am not very good with arduino. could someone please post a link with a proper arduino firmware for this. thanks. can i get a link to the firmware for the genx gx pad 100 a13, i have tried to search it using google but it seems its not on a website i can get at. i have
arduino on my other tablet and have tried to find a way to get it to work on this one. hello, i have downloaded the android firmware for my tablet and it works perfectly, the tablet is connected to my computer via usb and i chose to upgrade the tablet to the android version. but the tablet is in a recovery mode.
i have bought a lg gx pad 100 and it is not working i tried to use the firmware from my other tablet but it is not working. the tablet is connected to my computer via usb and i chose to upgrade the tablet to the android version. but the tablet is in a recovery mode. hi, i have a genx gx pad 100 tablet, and i would
like to install android 5.0.2 on it, but i need the firmware files for this tablet, i have found the rk3066 ver.2.1 firmware files, and the rk3066 ver.2 firmware files, but when i click on the download files, it will not download, it gives me the error of, "the download has failed due to an error in the server" i'm not sure

what to do, and i don't want to mess up my tablet. please help me. thanks. also i have noticed that on the pc that my tablet is connected to, if i have the tablet plugged in, and i turn off the pc, the tablet then does not turn on, but if i unplug the tablet and turn the pc back on, it then turns on. i know, it's
probably a stupid question, but it's bugging me. thanks in advance.
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Genx Gx Pad 100 Firmware

well i have finally found the right firmware for the genx gx tablet. i have downloaded and installed the a10 firmware, and my genx gx tablet is now working as it should. thanks for the help, and if you find something useful, please let me know. do you know the firmwares of the genx gx? i was searching for mine and the
link you sent was not working, and the hard way works, but i would like to know what is the best solution you have so i can find it by myself. thanks! i have a genx gx pad 100 tablet, and i have found a version of the firmware on a website that the google play store will not show me the file that i need, i have tried the hard
way, and the easy way, and i would like to know if you have another method of downloading the firmware that i can use. i have a genx gx pad 100 tablet, i have a version of the firmware on a website that the google play store will not show me the file that i need, i have tried the hard way, and the easy way, and i would
like to know if you have another method of downloading the firmware that i can use. hi. i have my tablet stuck at android logo, so i decided to try what you have shown to try to do and i really appreciate it. i have a gemini d10 gem1000 10.1 inch tablet. the sticker with the device model number is missing and also the
circuit board id, so i am stuck. the board is marked e9615794v-0 1338hg. i will try to search for firmware on the gemini website. i really appreciate it! hi. i have a gemini d10 gem1000 tablet stuck at android logo. i found the version of the firmware on the gemini website and it is not working. is there anyway to get the

firmware for the device. the device is marked e9615794v-0 1338hg. i will try to search for firmware on the gemini website. i really appreciate it! 5ec8ef588b
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